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Open-World Platform

Research through Google.

Ask questions on Quora.

Work collaboratively on Google Suite,

Miro, Microsoft Teams.

Find right contacts from Just Dial.

Marketing via Facebook/Instagram.

Connect to other professionals on

LinkedIn. 

Raw material from India Mart. 

Buy/sell over Amazon/flipkart/Bluedart.

Customer care via whatsapp. 

Payments via Razorpay.



Don't have to
leave your roots.

Yes you should travel

when it is necessary.

Like a vacation or to 

 explore something

new.

You dont have to move

to a city to pursue your

financial security.

City life is not a

sustainable lifestyle.



Open-source
Learning

Short term courses for essential

skill development like

Coursera/Udemy

Short Term: Develop a skill.

Market is desperate for people

who know their job.

Long Term: Find your calling,

Try to have a long term focus

on building something larger

than life.

Learn from fellow students. 

Build a strong focus group and stay

around self-motivated people.



World is losing
its physical
boundaries.
Thanks to Covid-19, you are not expected to be

physically present anymore. As long as the work

gets done it’s acceptable.

Learn to use G Suite and Zoom to reach anyone

in the world and collaborate with people.



Agro based and
Craft based business
Mountains have a rich and unique environment. Play on its

strength. Develop sustainable and earth-loving farming

techniques. Learn from other progressive governments.

Revive local craft but make sure your business plan is worked

out and essential steps taken care of, like funds, logistics,

marketing and sales.

Take support Atal Incubation Center or other grants and

government schemes.

Learn from Himachal.



Eco-Tourism
Create experiences not spaces.

Idea is not to make villages into town and towns

into cities.

Eco-Tourism has a great potential but it must be

curated. Limit number of tourists. 

Educate both the tourists and the natives. 

Ensure the dignity and integrity of the village is

maintained and fostered.

Ensure waste segregation and disposal. Strict rules

for visitors with respect to waste disposal.

Develop hygiene and civic sense in children and

youth.

Develop pride and ownership.

Learn from Mawlynnong, Meghalaya,



Be meticulously
aware
Maintain data and have insights.

Keep account of every expense, income,

people, work accountability, deadlines,

roles and responsibilities. Use data

visualization to understand the numbers

better. 

Learn G-Suite, Microsoft Excel, Tableau.



Find millennial
mentors.

The world is changing rapidly as we

speak. The older generation has

invaluable knowledge but very often

they cannot understand or adapt to

the changing world scenarios.

 Therefore we need new league of

teachers, mentors, leaders and

professionals to guide the Gen-Z and

Gen-Alpha through. 

Dronacharya to Drone-Acharya



Express

Your Emotional-Mental wellbeing is directly
related to your achievements.

Remember feelings are facts, express them.

Feel free to contact a Therapist, Councellor or
organisation like your-dost when it gets tough.


